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ABSTRACT

Every infant has a right to bodily integrity. Removing healthy tissue from an infant is only permissible if there is an immediate medical indication. In the case of infant male circumcision there is no evidence of an immediate need to perform the procedure. As a German court recently held, any benefit to circumcision can be obtained by delaying the procedure until the male is old enough to give his own fully informed consent. With the option of delaying circumcision providing all of the purported benefits, circumcising an infant is an unnecessary violation of his bodily integrity as well as an ethically invalid form of medical violence. Parental proxy ‘consent’ for newborn circumcision is invalid. Male circumcision also violates four core human rights documents—the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the Convention on the Rights of the Child, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, and the Convention Against Torture. Social norm theory predicts that once the circumcision rate falls below a critical value, the social norms that currently distort our perception of the practice will dissolve and rates will quickly fall.

INTRODUCTION

Every human being has a right to bodily integrity. Removing healthy tissue from an infant is only permissible if there is an immediate medical indication. In the case of infant male circumcision there is no evidence of an immediate need to perform the procedure. As a German court recently held, any benefit to circumcision can be obtained by delaying the procedure until the male is old enough to give his own fully informed consent.1 With the option of delaying circumcision providing the lion’s share of purported benefits, circumcising an infant is an unnecessary violation of his bodily integrity as well as an ethically invalid form of medical violence. Parental proxy ‘consent’ for newborn circumcision is invalid. Male circumcision also violates four core human rights documents: the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR),2 the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC),3 the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR),4 and the Convention Against Torture (CAT).5 In this essay, I defend these ethical and legal claims and focus on their relevance to the practice of circumcision as it is carried out specifically in the USA—the only developed nation still committed to the routine removal of infant foreskins. Social norm theory predicts that once the circumcision rate falls below a critical value, the social norms that currently distort Americans’ perception of the practice will dissolve and rates will quickly fall.6

A BRIEF HISTORY OF MEDICAL MALE CIRCUMCISION

In 1969, Bolande published an article in the New England Journal of Medicine denouncing two forms of ritualistic surgery—tonsillectomy and circumcision—arguing that neither procedure satisfied ‘the criteria of scientific rationalism’.7 Today tonsillectomies are rarely performed, yet circumcision of infant males continues to be the most commonly performed surgical procedure in the USA.8

The vast majority of US circumcisions are performed for non-medical reasons.6–11 Male circumcision was first introduced as a medical procedure in the 19th century to stop masturbation. The prevailing medical paradigm at that time alleged that preventing masturbation, circumcision would cure and/or prevent a long list of maladies including epilepsy, imbecility, hip dislocation and halitosis.12 Over the past century numerous other justifications have been invented and in turn discredited, with new justifications being devised once the previous ones were debunked. American doctors have associated the absence of a foreskin with (partial) prevention of urinary tract infections, penile cancer, cervical cancer in female partners of circumcised men, sexually transmitted diseases and, most recently, of infection with HIV.13

Today medical organisations around the world, including the American Medical Association (AMA) and the American Academy of Paediatrics (AAP), agree that neonatal circumcision cannot be recommended on a routine basis.13–21 The Finnish Union of Medical Doctors (Suomen Lääkäriliitto) is opposed to non-medical circumcision on the grounds that it involves risks, inflicts pain and injury, and violates the child’s right to decide about his body,22 and the Royal Dutch Medical Association has gone so far as to discourage its membership from participating in the procedure.23

The Finnish Medical Association has stated that ‘child circumcisions are in conflict with medical ethics’24 while the Swedish Paediatric Society has called infant male circumcision an ‘assault on boys’.25

As noted above, circumcision as practiced in the USA in particular will be the focus of this essay. Also note that I generally decline to explicitly distinguish between circumcisions performed for religious, cultural, and/or ‘health’ reasons: from the perspective of the infant, such distinctions are irrelevant. Indeed, as I will argue, human rights protect the bodily integrity of all infants against any unnecessary and non-medically indicated intrusion.
Over the past 150 years, circumcision in the USA has transformed from a cultural practice to a medical oddity back to a cultural practice. During the same timespan, the concepts and application of patient autonomy, bioethics, informed consent and universal human rights have come to fruition. At the time, circumcision was adopted as a cure for masturbation there were no discussions of its impact on patient autonomy and the right to bodily integrity, and neither informed consent nor modern notions about human rights existed. It is time to scrutinise this Victorian relic in a modern context.

Non-therapeutic circumcision, as currently performed on newborns, entails compelling an infant to undergo a painful procedure that is performed without the patient’s consent, is not medically necessary and is carried out either without anaesthetic or with inadequate anaesthetic. As an appellate court in Cologne, Germany ruled on appeal in June 2012 in a landmark criminal case, non-therapeutic circumcision of boys is a form of bodily injury and doctors performing the surgery can be punished for having committed a criminal offense under the Non-Medical Practitioners Act. The Cologne court further held that the procedure can be safely delayed until an age at which the individual can choose for himself whether or not to have it performed. Circumcision is the only practice in American medicine inflicted on otherwise healthy children that is routinely carried out without valid consent and without medical necessity or a medical indication.

In August 2012, the AAP issued a policy statement on circumcision for infant males that supported the procedure without medical necessity or a medical indication. The AAP policy statement candidly and repeatedly admits that data regarding complications of the procedure are unknown, yet inexplicably concludes that, ‘Evaluation of current evidence indicates that the health benefits of newborn male circumcision outweigh the risks’. The AAP policy statement was issued with no regard to the Cologne court’s ruling that circumcision of boys is a bodily injury.

Examing in detail considerations of medical ethics, consent and human rights, I will expand upon the Cologne court’s reasoning by showing, first, that severing healthy tissue from an infant is unethical and a human rights violation and, second, that there is no net benefit to circumcising the infant that cannot be achieved with a circumcision performed at an age at which the patient can give his fully informed consent. For these two reasons, non-therapeutic infant circumcision is indefensible.

**MEDICAL VIOLENCE AND AUTONOMY**

Violence may be defined as physical force used to injure or damage, in the absence of an appropriate justification or consent. Circumcision is the removal of the male prepuce, which excises between a third and a half of the skin system of the penis and nearly all of its fine touch neuroreceptors. Consequently, infant circumcision is a violent act. To be justifiable medical violence, an intervention must have the recipient’s fully informed consent; an exception to obtaining informed consent is possible when there is a life-threatening emergency for which treatment cannot be delayed. When the patient is fully informed of the relevant options, and makes a considered decision to undergo the procedure, the violence is no longer classified as a crime. Informed consent is crucial in protecting patients from aggressive, unnecessary or unwanted medical intervention and protecting doctors from criminal charges or legal actions being brought against them. The informed consent process grew out of respect for personal autonomy: the ability of an individual to have control over his own person. The modern concept of autonomy is usually traced to the German philosopher Immanuel Kant. He believed that all humans have an intrinsic value that cannot be bought or sold. As such, a person should always be treated as an end unto himself and never as a means to an end. To treat a person as a tool to accomplish a goal in which the person has no interest does not respect that person’s intrinsic worth as a human. Kant also argued that in order to be a moral agent, a person needs to have the ability and freedom to make his or her own decisions. The concept of autonomy also underlies core ethical and legal concepts of freedom, the right to security of person and the right to bodily integrity. To make decisions on behalf of someone else interferes with his or her personal autonomy.

The right to bodily integrity has enjoyed a hallowed history in domestic jurisprudence, stretching back to a landmark 1891 Supreme Court decision. In *Union Pacific Railway Co. v. Botsford*, the Court held, ‘No right is held more sacred, or is more carefully guarded, by the common law, than the right of every individual to the possession and control of his own person, free from all restraint or interference of others, unless by clear and unquestionable authority of law’. As Christyne L. Neff writes:

American constitutional and common law principles incorporate these concepts of physical liberty and bodily integrity in a wide array of legal principles, each of which affirms the central importance of a citizen’s bodily integrity. Courts have consistently respected the principle of bodily integrity and zealously promoted it as sacred, inviolable, inalienable, and fundamental. In addition to its common law roots, the right to be free from an invasion of bodily integrity by the state has found support in the First, Fourth, Fifth, and Fourteenth Amendments of the Constitution. (Internal citations omitted.)

**PROXY CONSENT FOR INFANT CIRCUMCISION**

Infants do not have the capacity to give fully informed consent. It has been previously extensively argued, based on the lack of compelling medical justification, that parental proxy ‘consent’ for newborn circumcision is invalid. Without a medical justification or a disease to treat, courts have uniformly invalidated parental efforts to compel their incompetent minor children to undergo surgeries such as kidney donation. Depending upon the applicable legal standard, courts endorse only those procedures that either are in the infant’s best interests (‘best interests’ standard) or which are found to be procedures that the infant would choose for himself if and when he became legally competent (‘substituted judgment’ standard). Yet since most men who possess a foreskin in adulthood would be loathe to give it up, the substituted judgment standard arguably is not met in the case of neonatal circumcision. Medical interventions on patients who are incompetent should be permissible only in cases of clinically verifiable disease, deformity or injury, and only where a net benefit to the patient is reasonably expected. A medical intervention that did not treat a verifiable disease, deformity or injury would not be for the patient’s own benefit. The argument that the procedure
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“In December 2012, German legislators passed into law a bill explicitly legalising circumcision.”
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might be for the patient’s future benefit, as, in this case, removing the body part in question would reduce the likelihood of its ever becoming infected, ignores the existence of less invasive and more effective treatments that the patient might reasonably wish to avail himself of in lieu of pre-emptive genital surgery performed without his permission.49

The AAP Committee on Bioethics has established useful guidelines for allowing the consent of the patient himself or herself to be replaced with ‘parental permission’. Parental permission is a form of proxy consent that serves to authorise medical care to infants and other incompetent persons who are unable to give their own permission. The AAP Committee on Bioethics guidelines state:

[Proxy consent poses serious problems for pediatric health care providers. Such providers have legal and... ethical duties to their child patients to render competent medical care based on what the patient needs, not what some else expresses... [The pediatrician’s responsibilities to his or her patient exist independent of parental desires or proxy consent.]40

The Committee on Bioethics further emphasised that the power to consent to a procedure rests solely with the patient, that is, the child:

Only patients who have appropriate decisional capacity and legal empowerment can give their informed consent to medical care. In all other situations, parents or other surrogates provide informed permission for diagnosis and treatment of children with the assent of the child whenever appropriate. (Emphasis in original.)40

The Committee goes on to state—in line with the recent Cologne court decision—that interventions that can safely wait until the child can provide his own consent should be delayed until that consent can be obtained. A healthy infant does not need to be circumcised and thus circumcision can safely wait. If a problem does occur, such as the development of a urinary tract infection while the patient is still a minor (a rare affliction for boys compared to girls, and the only ailment for which there is any evidence of a protective effect of circumcision prior to sexual maturity), then conservative treatments such as the use of antibiotics could be considered: circumcision still would not be needed except in the most extreme cases. Otherwise, only the consent of the individual himself can permit such an operation, and no infant is capable of providing such a consent.

OVERVIEW OF HUMAN RIGHTS LAW

One of the reasons for the development of human rights principles is to provide an international mechanism to cut through the morass of cultural relativism using widely accepted ethical norms.41 By enumerating human rights principles in a concrete and absolute fashion, objective analysis can take place. Thus, when evaluating a given practice under such a framework, it is only necessary to determine whether it meets the formal criteria for being a human rights violation. If it does, then it is prohibited under human rights law. In this and the following section, it is argued that circumcision of infants for non-medical reasons is, formally, a human rights violation in just this sense. That it is rarely prosecuted on such terms is an anomaly meriting serious consideration: after all, even the most mild forms of female genital cutting, including those that are orders of magnitude less invasive than the male analogue commonly practiced in the USA, are widely condemned as conflicting with human rights, and are explicitly prohibited under US federal law.

According to the USA Constitution’s Supremacy Clause (Article VI, paragraph 2), and numerous decisions by the US Supreme Court (USSC) stretching back over nearly two full centuries, international treaties are, along with the Constitution itself and federal statutes, the supreme law of the land.42 In 1900, the USSC spoke strongly in The Taquete Habana case, clarifying—as noted by Richard Bilder—that international law, including customary law, is part of ‘the law of the land’ and does not require a treaty or legislation to be binding domestically.43 44

Commentators who have suggested that treaties do not confer enforceable rights on individuals in the absence of executive or legislative implementation are mistaken. In 1984, Louis Henkin emphasised, ‘International law is not merely law binding on the USA internationally but is also incorporated into USA law. It is ‘self-executing’ and is applied by courts in the USA without any need for it to be enacted or implemented by Congress’.45 Then, 4 years later, Jordan Paust pointed out forcefully that ‘it is difficult to imagine that something shall be supreme federal law of the land’ but not operate directly as ‘law’ except by believing in the most transparent of judicial delusions.46 Such an approach ‘smacks of a violation of the separation of powers’.47 Paust explains:

The distinction found in certain cases between “self-executing” and “non-self-executing” treaties is a judiciously invented notion that is patently inconsistent with express language in the Constitution affirming that all Treaties... shall be the supreme Law of the Land.” (Emphasis in original, 46:760.)

The ICCPR, for example, in Articles 2, 9, 14 and 50, clearly sets forth individual rights secured by the treaty.4 Article 2, paragraph 2 requires each party to ‘take the necessary steps, in accordance with its constitutional processes... to adopt such laws or other measures as may be necessary to give effect to the rights’ protected by the ICCPR.4 49 Article 2, paragraph 3, subparagraph (a) requires each signatory state to undertake to ‘ensure that any person whose rights or freedoms as herein recognised are violated shall have an effective remedy...’. 450 Similar clauses appear in UDHR Articles 2 and 8, CRC Articles 2 and 12 and CAT Articles 4 and 5, though the latter treaty does not provide legal rights to the victim, only providing for bringing criminal proceedings against the torturer.

Even in the absence of such clauses within the treaties, however, treaties are self-executing and provide rights to individuals. While ‘legislative approval is a condition for the valid conclusion of the treaty, (n)ormally it does not determine the domestic applicability of the treaty provisions’.51 Deener noted back in 1964 that ‘under international law, the international obligation is not affected (by action or inaction of a national legislature regarding a treaty) and remains binding’.52 Reisenfeld and Abbott point out that a declaration that a treaty is
non-self-executing has no effect on the legal obligations thereby created:

A declaration is not part of a treaty in the sense of modifying the legal obligations created by it... A declaration is merely an expression of an interpretation or of a policy or position. United States courts are bound by the Constitution to apply treaties as the law of the land. They are not bound to apply expressions of opinion adopted by the Senate (and concurred in by the president).53

The CRC has proven highly successful and influential in leading to international acknowledgement of the need to safeguard the human rights of children.54 55 Robert F Drinan writes:

The emergence, therefore, of the U.N. Convention on the Rights of the Child is a breakthrough of enormous consequence.... Those moral demands have now been recognized as legally binding on the governments of [as of 2001] 191 nations. These countries have made solemn promises and entered into binding contracts to love children by guaranteeing them their rights. The world has obtained an unprecedented level of caring and compassion.56

The applicability to the US of the CRC is based on customary law given that while the US has ratified the UDHR, the ICCPR and the CAT, it has signed but—along with only Somalia and South Sudan—has not ratified the CRC. Human rights agreements such as the CRC and other international principles such as those set forth in the UDHR may be widely enough observed by the community of nations to acquire the status of customary law. Customary law refers to rules of law derived from states’ consistent conduct based on the belief that the law requires such behaviour.57 58 Customary law is applicable to all states regardless of whether they have themselves actually ratified the document or principle in question. Consequently, customary international law is supreme federal law that is incorporated into US law and is enforceable in federal district court.59 Beth Stephens explains:

The conclusion that customary international law constitutes federal law is supported by early constitutional history and has been firmly upheld by modern Supreme Court rulings..... If international law is part of federal law, it is the law of [the] land, binding on the states pursuant to the supremacy clause.... (Citations omitted.)60

With near universal adoption, the Convention of the Rights of the Child arguably qualifies as customary law, and therefore is fully binding on the USA.61

INFANT MALE CIRCUMCISION AND HUMAN RIGHTS LAW

Infant male circumcision needlessly exposes the child’s body to physical assault, short-term and long-term harm, and loss of functional tissue without medical justification or valid parental permission. Accordingly, rights under the UDHR, the ICCPR and the CRC to privacy, to life, to liberty, to security of person and to physical integrity are violated by circumcision.

The UDHR safeguards privacy rights (Article 12) and guarantees that “everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of the person,” (Article 3).2 ICCPR Articles 9 and 173 and CRC Article 164 contain parallel provisions making similar guarantees. As Robert Ludbrook notes, ‘The UN Committee on the Rights of the Child, which receives and comments on the Reports filed by parties to the Convention, recognises ... the Convention as granting children a right to physical integrity.’62 Such a right is violated by infant male circumcision. Arbitrary or unlawful interference with privacy occurs in neonatal circumcision when a child’s genitals are altered without valid medical justification and without consent of the individual.

The right to life guaranteed by these three core human rights documents in UDHR Article 3,2 ICCPR Article 6,3 and CRC Article 64 is also needlessly placed at risk by circumcision. Bollinger estimates that at least 100 infant males die as a consequence of circumcision each year in the USA.63 UDHR Article 292 is widely interpreted to prohibit interference with physical integrity. Circumcision constitutes a violation of privacy and of physical integrity.

Under CRC Article 19.1, states must take all measures to insure that no violence, injury or abuse, etc., occurs while the child is under the care of a parent or legal guardian.4 The USA fails to take ‘all’ measures to insure that no violence, injury or abuse occurs in violation of CRC Article 19.1,4 and effectively promotes (by financially supporting those who perform the procedure) and condones the violence, injury or abuse caused by neonatal circumcision. Article 37(b) of the (CRC) provides, ‘No child shall be deprived of his or her liberty unlawfully or arbitrarily.’4 Neonatal circumcision requires the temporary deprivation of a child’s liberty by physically restraining him in order to carry out the procedure.

Article 24 of the CRC specifically addresses health issues. Section 1 obligates state parties to recognise the child’s right to enjoy the highest attainable standard of health. Section 2 requires states to pursue full implementation of the child’s right to enjoy the highest attainable health standard and to take appropriate measures to, among other things, diminish infant and child mortality. Section 3 requires states to take all effective and appropriate measures with a view to abolishing traditional practices prejudicial to the health of children.4 Article 24.1 of the ICCPR5 and CRC Article 196 set forth similar protections providing that every child shall have the right to such measures of protection as are required by his status as a minor, on the part of his family, society and the state.

The USA tolerates male circumcision while simultaneously outlawing forms of female genital cutting that remove no tissue and thus are less invasive and cause less damage than male circumcision, which removes up to half of the penis’ surface tissue. UDHR Article 2,2 ICCPR Article 24.1,3 and CRC Article 24 provide the child’s right to all appropriate protection without regard to sex. Infant male circumcision, as is evident from the very terminology, discriminates on the basis of sex, also thereby violating constitutional guarantees of equal protection.

CRC article 37(a) forbids states from permitting any child to be subjected to torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.4 UDHR Article 52 and ICCPR Article 73 contain parallel provisions applicable to all human beings. CAT Article 2 requires state parties to take effective measures to prevent torture in any territory under their jurisdiction. The deliberate, intentional nature of a painful procedure by a state-sanctioned individual meets the definition of torture provided by CAT Article 1:

Any act by which severe pain or suffering, whether physical or mental, is intentionally inflicted on a person for such purposes as obtaining from him or a third person, information or a confession, punishing him for an act he or a third person has committed or is suspected of having committed, or intimidating or coercing him or a third person, or for any reason based on discrimination of any kind, when such pain or suffering is inflicted by or at the instigation of or with the consent or acquiescence of a public official or other person acting in an official capacity. It
Infant male circumcision arguably fits the definition in that it can cause severe pain and it is intentionally inflicted. The points of debate are whether it is based on discrimination of any kind and whether it is inflicted by someone acting in an official capacity. It is discriminatory based on sex. Such acts on females are explicitly illegal. Doctors are licensed by the state, but are usually not acting in an official capacity. It is not clear whether doctors employed by the government, such as those in the armed forces, would be exempt. There are also circumcisions performed by unlicensed individuals. Finally, in most states infant male circumcision fits the statutory definition for child abuse. Consequently, it could be argued that infant male circumcisions performed by government employees in states where circumcision is not listed as a specific exception to their child abuse statutes would fit the international definition of torture.

THE COMPETENT MALE DECIDES

As the Cologne court concluded, the competent male should be able to weigh the pros and cons of having his foreskin cut off. By the age of competency, he will know what the foreskin does, what pleasure it gives and what difficulties it can generate. A male guardian, especially one who has been circumcised since birth, cannot make this individual assessment. The competent male can assess the effectiveness of the various methods of disease prevention. For example, he can assess the effectiveness of practicing abstinence or using condoms in preventing sexually transmitted infections and HIV infection and his willingness to rely on those strategies.

Those who promote infant circumcision do not want to give the competent male the opportunity to make this choice for fear he may not make the choice they like. They recognise that given a choice, fully informed males are willing to be vaccinated to prevent a variety of infectious diseases, but they are unwilling to undergo circumcision to avoid HIV infection (see footnote iii). Wearing condoms and limiting the number of sexual partners is a reasonable choice for competent males to make rather than parting with their foreskins, especially since this approach is more effective in reducing infection risk than circumcision.

If the benefits of circumcision were compelling, competent well-informed men would choose it for themselves, but very few normal men do. Only 1 in 3000 genitally intact American men will request circumcision as an adult for non-medical reasons. The rates are even lower in Europe. Consequently, one tactic to perpetuate circumcision is to scare nervous new parents into having their infants, who are vulnerable and too young to resist, circumcised. The solicitation of the procedure by doctors and hospitals is ubiquitous across the USA. In every hospital in which Dr Robert S Van Howe has had privileges, it has been hospital policy for the hospital personnel to ask pregnant women at the time of their confinement if they desire circumcision for their infant sons. Likewise, the standard prenatal forms used by obstetricians and family doctors have a section to indicate the parental wishes regarding circumcision. It is customary to ask regarding these wishes. Anecdotally, parents (including the author) report refusing the offer to circumcise their infant sons numerous times in order to successfully protect their son’s prepuce during the perinatal hospitalisation. The solicitation of the procedure by doctors and hospitals prior to the infant’s birth may violate the American Medical Association’s Code of Medical Ethics in that the financial benefit to the doctor (which is measurable) is greater than the benefit to the patient (which is speculative).

WHY DOES INFANT CIRCUMCISION PERSIST?

Sarah Waldeck performed an evaluation of newborn circumcision through the lens of social norm theory. The power of circumcision in the USA as a social norm is to influence doctors and others to judge evidence confirming the positive attributes of circumcision as relevant and reliable, but to discount non-conforming evidence as irrelevant and unreliable.

Attempts have been made to explain circumcision’s remarkable, anomalous persistence in the USA, but most of them have been unsatisfactory. While several potential factors have been identified, their relative importance is difficult to assess. For parents, one consideration may be a lack of education and understanding of the risks involved in the procedure and its lack of benefits for the child. Another consideration is the willingness of the medical profession to perform the procedure, which inevitably conveys the impression that neonatal circumcision is approved by doctors. A further consideration may be self-perpetuation; if a procedure has persisted for so long and is performed so widely in hospitals across the country, many parents will assume that it must be useful. Countless Americans may never consider the issue and many assume (erroneously) that neonatal circumcision is widely practiced in Europe. The practice’s curious persistence may also be partly attributable to the fluidity with which—depending on the details of the discussion at hand—various rationales can be interposed, based upon the very different considerations of religion, culture and medicine.

With a rapidly falling infant circumcision rate, we may gradually be coming to grips with the fact that no circumcision is ‘normal’ and that the resultant harm to infants is substantial and unnecessary. Waldeck believes that once the circumcision rate falls below a critical value, the social norms that distort our perception of newborn circumcision would no longer be in play and the practice would fall off precipitously. With the recent Cologne court case as well as medical associations around the world unanimously finding no value to indiscriminate neonatal circumcision, the dissipation and later elimination of newborn circumcision in the USA is possible and indeed perhaps inevitable. In New Zealand, the circumcision rate fell from over 90% to nearly 0% within a couple of decades. It now becomes a question of how much longer we continue to squander resources and subject our male newborns to this needless and harmful trauma.
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